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Norway.  Any negative comments can be mailed directly to them. Due to the high volume of
negative comments, they prefer that you attach correspondence to a case of really good
vodka)

-Dallas, Texas. In the wake of shipment delays for
Boeing’s new super-plane, the 787 Dreamliner and
increasing global awareness that Airbus planes are
living up to their name, Texas-based Greyhound
Lines has initiated a campaign to develop bus
routes over the oceans. The venerable bus
company, founded in Hibbing, Minnesota nearly a
century ago, is betting it’s fortunes on the idea that
airline travelers already feel as if flying is the
equivalent of riding on a bus with wings and will
gladly line up for cheaper fares on their roomy, sea-
faring bus fleet. “Getting loads of bus passengers
across the Atlantic won’t be easy.” admits

Greyhound CEO Reggie Smedler, “We think they’ll enjoy ‘leaving the floating to us,’ however.”  The
new plan, which includes service to London, Barcelona, Paris (and a city that Smedler can only
scratch his head and describe as “that one Europe-y place where they have all the Volkswagens
and sing”) will offer several firsts to passengers. Greyhound passengers on Trans-Atlantic routes will
be encouraged to fish out of the windows, for example. Another feature Greyhound’s oceanic buses
will boast of is the ability for riders to have their very own oars and feel as if they’re really paddling
the vehicle along in the water. Smedler says this idea will not only improve passenger enjoyment
and fuel efficiency, but also act as a safety measure. “Sometimes the folks have to really get
involved in keeping the bus floating and moving forward. Good times.”

Greyhound’s new water routes have raised the ire of not only transportation experts, but legions of
internet skeptics wanting to know how the company is retrofitting buses to serve on water.  Claire
Fernbooten of the online watchdog group Online Watchdog has raised many seemingly valid
questions on her website. “For starters” she points out “you can’t drive a bus in water. It’s like trying
to land a two-man capsule on the moon and bring back the pilots afterwards. Impossible.”
Greyhound’s Reggie Smedler insists that this isn’t the case at all. “Have you seen one of our buses?
It’s like a big silver Alka-Seltzer. Sure, it sinks and fizzes a bit, but at least part of it always comes
back up to the surface.” Fernbooten has also brought up the question of whether a bus engine could
handle water without stalling, but Smedler  is adamant that drivers are equipped with life preservers
and they have been trained to get out and push when possible.

Greyhound CEO Smedler first rose to prominence in the company when he introduced inner-city
burro transit service to downtown Los Angeles. The venerable bus line hopes to offer service to
Honolulu if the Atlantic rides are a success. When this was tried with burros in years past the results
were (unfortunately)  predictable. The company hopes to have an innaugural route with its new bus
christened “The Sullenberger” in service by May.
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